for the change in content and form of Spanish poetry. For Unamuno and this group, it is of essential importance that they suffered a crisis of conscience, especially in regard to their traditional Catholic faith. For Jimenez, to take one example, poetry replaces religion; his poetry becomes the system of life he creates for himself. Naturally the freedom of conscience which this generation suddenly achieved produced severe tensions between the individual and his traditional Spanish culture.
The generation of poets to which Aleixandre belongs, usually called the Generation of 1927 (the approximate year when they reached maturity as poets), inherited this freedom of conscience, and their various reaction to it leads critics to divide them into two possible groups. In our book on modern Spanish poetry, 3 we have called the group including Pedro Salinas, Gerardo Diego, and the most important, Jorge Guillen, "Poets of Affirmation"; the group including Federico Garcia Lorca, Rafael Alberti, Luis Cernuda, and Vicente For final act this alert attitude. Alert, alert, alert, I'm awake or beautiful. I'm the sun or the reply. I am that happy earth that doesn't haggle over reflections. Along my way I've sung because I've dominated the horizon... I've seen the masculine sea, the feminine sea, 6 the seas, the no-limits.
I'm lifted up like youth that has no end.
Here, "final birth" is essentially birth into total freedom. For Aleixandre "final birth" later became death. In order to achieve this freedom of "no-limits," the poet must reject the normal social and domestic traditions which are always threatening to ensnare him. In the brilliant poem "The Waltz" he presents a surrealistic caricature of the scene in the salon in which proper ladies and gentlemen whirl hypocritically toward matrimony.
The ladies await their moment seated upon a tear, dissimulating the humidity with force of insistent fan. And the gentlemen abandoned by their behinds Want to attract all the glances by force toward their mustaches.
Exuberant breasts on a tray in embraces ... It's the moment, the moment of saying the word that explodes, the windows in shouts, the lights in "help! ", and the kiss (in the corner) between two mouths will convert into a thorn that will dispense death, saying:
I love you all. For Aleixandre's generation the waltz was antique, symbolizing dead tradition; jazz was the avant-garde form of music. In this poem, then, the poet is attacking normal tradition as hypocrisy. In short, for these poets, marriage and family become a "death" for the individual. Much later Aleixandre softens this philosophy of the individual consciousness as everything and accepts the normal structure of society and family.
As a final example of the evasive imagery of libido, frustration and anxiety in Aleixandre we shall mention the lyric "Toro," or "Bull." Somewhat traditionally (in meaning at least), the poet depicts the bull in rapid oscillation from a cosmic to a libidinal force, down to the intimacy of his own body; in short the poet sweeps from the stars down to the auto-erotic. The bull is soft quivering flesh "like a sea within"; the poet leaves us with a final evasive line: "Immense hand that covers celestial bull on earth." This phase of Aleixandre's poetry, the intense and at times ambiguous eroticism, is rushed over in silence, but for him it is a primary complement to his poetry of the human equation.
After he recovered from his grave illness of 1932, Aleixandre retired to his summer home in the tiny mountain village of Mirafibres de la Sierra and in a short time created a major book, Destruction, or Love. Apparently dissatisfied with certain limitations of the surrealist manner, he merely assimilated this manner into an expanded vision which some have called neo-Romantic, for in his mystic pantheism the poet embraces the world itself in all-consuming love. The poet moves grandly in this cosmos, without God and civilized man, fulfilling his tragic destiny through love as de- Psychologically, these animals can be read as symbols of masculine virility, and thus both fascinating and fearful. In Aleixandre's tragic vision, they express the dark joy of destruction as love. The masterful image of the fawn imprinted upon the eyes of the tiger which has destroyed him indicates the love-hate polarity in Aleixandre. And, although this love rages in the forest, in the poem the forest (the temporal) and the sea (the eternal) can never fuse.
A surprising number of the poems of Destruction, or Love sound the negative side of cosmic unity, that is, the lack of love. One of the most powerful is "Without Light," in which the poet projects the swordfish in the abyssal seas:
The swordfish, whose weariness is attributed above all to the impossibility of piercing the shadow, of feeling in its flesh the coldness of the depth of the seas where the blackness does not love, where grow no fresh yellow algae which the sun gilds in the shallow waters. In the opening poem of the book, "Creatures of Dawn," Aleixandre's vision is one of the perfect harmony of the elements before the appearance of strife-torn man. All creatures enjoyed the "light of innocence"; the birds were born anew each morning, birds of "initial happiness," still capable of flight though bathed in sensuous dew. And very importantly, pleasure still did not have the "fearful name" of pleasure.
In this world of dawn the poet evolves a vision of the world of his childhood. In memory his river is the Guadalhorce, which in his chilhood flowed so gently that it seemed not to flow; in fact it seemed "miraculous dew" that the child could contain in his hand, rather than the usual symbol of life passing. His poem "City of Paradise" is a visionary description of his Malaga, which hangs almost suspended from the mountains overlooking the bay. It was a magic place which "flew with open wings" in the translucent atmosphere of the seashore. His "Sea of Paradise" is of course the Mediterranean, which the poet chooses to approach in the present. In Aleixandre In "Like a Serpent" the "goddess" herself becomes the serpent, now both attractive and repulsive to the poet. This attraction-repulsion is of course the love-equals-destruction theme of Aleixandre; in "The Nude" the erotic theme gradually reaches its normal conclusion: "Suddenly I plunge myself into your mouth / and there I drink the ultimate death rattle of the night." The "shadow" is always heavy upon Aleixandre's paradise.
Toward the end of Shadow of Paradise, however, the shadows upon his paradise lengthen and threaten to engulf it completely. In "My Father" the poet speaks ambiguously perhaps both to God and his real father at the same time; the point is that he has lost both. In the final poem, "Not enough," the poet reaches the nadir of existence:
Upon the earth my bulk fell. The heavens were only my own consciousness, absolute aloneness.
An emptiness of God I felt upon my flesh ... and I kissed only the earth, the dark, solitary, despairing earth which gave me refuge.
From this point, the poet retreats into the lap of the mother, again an ambiguous figure, which can be both the earth and his real mother. It is not surprising that he ultimately begins that return, typical of modern man, to suffering humanity, to man in time. His poem "Sons of the Soil" prefigures the theme of the second period of his poetry.
Those of us who have struggled with the powerful but bafflingly difficult poetry of Aleixandre's first period always turn to that of his second period with a feeling of relief. By 1945, Aleixandre has sensed the current which will prevail in poetry for the next two decades; his major theme becomes human solidarity. As he later expresses it: "I have seen the poet as an expression of difficult human life, of its courageous and painful daily task." " Moreover, he discovers (a bit belatedly perhaps) that "Poetry is communication." His first book in the new manner is Historia del Corazon (History of the Heart), written during the years 1945-53. For his generation "history" means man in his temporal, daily existence; the "heart" is of course the collective heart, the joys and sorrows of the poet and all men.
As Aleixandre has confessed, he began the book as an expression of love in its simpler human aspects. Indeed, the initial poem of the book is a subtle lyric upon one of the oldest of themes, the evanescence of human love. The poet calls it "Como el vilano" ("Like the thistledown"). The thistledown is the fragile little ball of fuzz, the flower now dead of the thistle, which collapses and floats away at a tiny puff of breath. For the first time the poet utilizes a simple and direct form of expression.
Beautiful is the kingdom of love, but sad it is also. For the lover in his heart is sad in the hours of loneliness, when at his side the beloved's eyes inaccessible rest upon the fleeting clouds ....
And the lover looks at her, he infinitely sorrowful -glorious and burdenedwhile she drifts lightly off, golden and adored, and gently murmurs. And she passes, and remains. And ascends, and returns. Always light, always here, always there; always. Like the thistledown.
There follows a series of poems of human love between man and woman -generally sad ones, because for the poet human love is always incomplete, at times perhaps even impossible. In one movingly simple poem entitled "Name," he debates for thirty lines whether to say, to proclaim the name of the beloved. He finally decides not to, and thus keeps the name for himself alone. Subtly then the poet descends toward the poem "The Final Love." It is indeed his final personal love, and Aleixandre almost always a freeverse poet, terminates this section with an impeccable sonnet. The last tercet of the sonnet could not be more final:
Oh darkest night. I nothing now await. Aloneness to my senses does not lie. Shadow pure and calmed begins its reign.
The phrase "noche oscura," of course the "dark night" of the mystic St. John of the Cross, does not mean that the scene is religious as such, but that the moment is of critical importance to the poet's existence.
At this point, the poet as individual, as self-contained and selfconcerned ego, dies. Or, in Aleixandre's terms, this is another "final birth." And this birth is into collective humanity. In the section of poems which follows, "Extended Look," the poet by an effort of will goes outside himself. Consider these simple lines from "In the plaza," the town square being the center of collective life in Spain:
Beautiful it is, beautifully humble and trusting, life-giving and profound, to feel oneself beneath the sun, among others, impelled, borne along, conducted, mixed among, noisily carried along .... Then the poet goes out onto the highways and byways; he becomes a vagabond of all hours of the day and night among the people; he even becomes "The Visitor" and in his imagination goes into a humble house and empathizes with the simple presence of a family performing its daily tasks.
An impressive poem which reiterates and develops Aleixandre's theme of the importance of human matter (relating to the body and its fusion with the universe) is "The Old Man and the Sun." Initially, the old man is presented realistically; then before our eyes he is gradually transfigured from matter into light. As Undoubtedly the most important single poem of this book is called "The Couple," which stands alone as an "Intermezzo." After his prolonged excursions into solipsism and pansexuality and cosmic sweep, Aleixandre ultimately accepts the couple of man and woman as the symbol of the continuity of life. In this tender and sad lyric, he focuses upon the young couple, together in laughter behind their window ledge. In the final stanza, with subtle touches, the poet makes them seem to exist both in time and forever.
The couple in the shadow laughs and laughs. The window ledge. Crystalline is heard their laughter out of time. Upon a purest background of silence absolute, the couple in the night is here or was here, will be here or was here once.
Even into old age Aleixandre has continued to face life courageously though still tragically in Poems of Consummation (1968) and Dialogues of Knowledge (1974) . The final consummation is of course death, a kind of beloved for Aleixandre from the beginning. For him, youth (and thus the capacity to love) is synonymous with life, therefore the old man exists in an "opaque crystal," already separated from life. In the bonechilling poems of Dialogues of Knowledge, which offer a continuing definition of loneliness, isolation, aloneness, the poet speaks bleakly through various personae such as the soldier, the bullfighter, the dandy, and the dancer. Without ever whimpering, Aleixandre's final words exalt his life as creator-in-rebellion, seen in the equation of 
